AcuSense Live-Guard Solution
-protect your home with a compact, versatile and
unified system
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Our AcuSense Live-Guard Camera, provides you an all-in-one Security Camera which includes an in-built speaker with
the option of a voice warning message or siren alert and strobe light which can activate when a person and/or vehicle
are detected. You can also easily arm or disarm selected cameras or the entire system from your mobile phone app.

Application Scenarios
HOUSE

WAREHOUSE

SHOP

OFFICE

What the market needs
As security awareness is increasing in Australia, property owners and managers require a more intelligent generation of
security solutions.

Instant warning to intruders
Reliable Push-notifications to Hik-Connect to alert property owner/manager
Unified APP to arm/disarm all security devices

Features of AcuSense Live-Guard Solution
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AcuSense Technology

With built-in AcuSense technology, these cameras have the ability to distinguish humans/vehicles from
other moving objects in a scene, and perform better than a PIR detector on false alarm reduction.
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Deep-learning algorithm

Any moving object will trigger,
causing a lot of false alarms.

Sudden temperature occurs and
animals movement can easily
trigger false alarms.

Focus on Human and Vehicles
Reducing False Alarm by about
95%
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Four functions within One camera

Conventional security cameras only provide evidence of the crime, whereas AcuSense live guard cameras are
also equipped with a flashing light and pre-recorded audio which could be triggered immediately to warn the
intruders off. At the same time, real-time alerts will be sent to the app. for prompt action.

Conventional solution

Hikvision solution

Strobe light and audio alarm for driving intruders away,

Camera can only provide evidence after crime

real-time and efficient alerts for prompt action
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Unified APP to arm/disarm system

With the Hik-Connect APP, up to 4 alarm areas are supported. Away arm, stay arm and schedule arm modes
make the system more flexible to use. Also, it supports arming our AX hub and the solution with one button via
wired connection with the NVR alarm input interface.

Click

to use the

solution

Up to 4 areas are supported

All channels are listed, click

Flashing light and audio warning

to arm/disarm

one into setting page

are separately enabled. Camera
can work at ‘stay arm bypass’ mode.

Product Combo
AcuSense Live Guard Cameras

20 Series Mini Bullet
DS-2CD2046G2-IU/SL

23 Series Turret

FW V5.5.150 or above

2T Series Bullet

DS-2CD2386G2-ISU/SL DS-2CD2T86G2-ISU/SL
DS-2CD2346G2-ISU/SL DS-2CD2T46G2-ISU/SL

I series NVR

DS-7608NI-I2/8P
DS-7616NI-I2/16P

Specified FW is necessary

26 Series VF Bullet
DS-2CD2686G2-IZSU/SL
DS-2CD2646G2-IZSU/SL

